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Foreword

The Advisory Committee of the NERC-ICSSR at its meeting
held on November 22, 1991 decided to review the literature
on North East India in the academic disciplines of Economics,
Geography, History, Political Science and Sociology during
the period 1970-1990, and sponsor the projects. Consequently
scholars in these fields were identified and the work was
entrusted to them. Most of the scholars who were entrusted
to review the literature in their subjects have either completed
their work or are in the process of completing it soon. We are,
therefore, in a position now to publish these reviews one by
one.

Review of published literature on North East India-in
Political Science was entrusted to Professor L.S. Gassah, of
the Department of Political Science, North Eastern Hill Uni
versity, Shillong. Professor Gassah has taught the subject for
a number of years and has published a number of books and
articles. He makes full use of his wide teaching and research
experience in this review of literature in Political Science.

Political Science as we study and understand it today is
primarily an academic discipline of Western origin. India also
developed a branch of study known as dnndaniti quite early.
Arthasnsira of Kaiitihja is too well known a work on the sub
ject. A number of works of the subject were written in later
periods also. Most Political Science Departments have a pa
per of Ancient Indian Political thought in their Syllabi. This
area of study has been occasionally studied by political scien
tists. This area of study is now being taken up mostly by
historians and is usually studied on Western lines.
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A work of this kind requires the cooperation of a number
of scholars in the field as well as adequale resources. North
East India is an extensive region having its own problems and
difficulties. Keeping all these in view the review of litcraluro
was limited to publications in English alone. Professor Gassah
has tried to collect all the available publications in English in
this work and has made it as complete and comprehensive as
possible.

We take this opportunity to thank him-for his painstaking
work and for cooperating with the NERC-ICSSR, Shillong.

We are glad to offer this work to the general public and
the students and scholars interested in the study of different
aspects of the literature developed on Political Science on
North East India during 1970-1990, not only within this re
gion but also outside, and hope that it will be useful both to
students and scholars alike.

Jai Prakash Singh
Honorary Director
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Preface

This book Survei/ of Research in Political Science on North East
India (1970-1990), is the result of the Project assigned to me
by the Indian Council of Social Science Research, North-East-
ern Regional Centre, Shillong. The objectivebehind this whole
exercise is to review the literature in Political Science pub
lished in English either in the form of a book or printed arti
cles published in different Journals about the North-Eastern
Region during the period of twenty years (1970-1990). The
period of twenty years is indeed very vast to cover the whole

.field of literature in Political Science in North East India.
However, this humble, timely and earnest exercise in trying
to give such a review has brought some of the least known
pieces of literature in the concerned discipline to light and
provided ready references to those who are interested in this
field of study.

The 1960s proved to be eventful years of political move
ments in North-East India. The movements veered round the
demand for more political autonomy to the hill people of the
region which later culminated with the creation/formation/
establishment of separate hill States in the region beginning
with Nagaland as a full-fledged State in December 1963.
Autonomous District Councils under the Sixth Schedule to
the Constitution of India were however in existence since 1952
in certain hill districts of the then composite State of Assam.

The demand for separate hill States gave rise to a number
of proposals, plans, suggestions, etc., which were offered to
the hill people from time to time to meet their demands for

'3!
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both administrative and political structures in different shades
and forms. Against this background of the hill State move
ments, one would also expect a rise and an increase in litera
ture concerning politics and political development — both
constitutional and administrative. This expectation did lake a
serious turn and systematic analysis of the political situation
that took shape during that time had an immense impact in
the later years.

Some of the literature on Political Science per sc as a dis
cipline did not take place immediately. Very few books which
may be said to cater to the needs and understanding of the
discipline of Political Science did not find an appreciable place
even in the later part of the 1960s. However, many teachers
and researchers belonging especially to the disciplines of
Political Science and History, both at the College and Univer
sity levels, did make use of the situations prevailing in the
1960s as starting points, because this period offered them
immense background materials to analyse the later political
developments in the region. Therefore, a decade later, saw a
number of printed materials in the form of books, journals,
magazines, proceedings of seminars and newspaper reports
which have really enriched the discipline of Political Science.
This kind of academic exercise brings the whole of North East
India into focus and limelight even outside its own geographi
cal boundaries. The increase number of literature on sue
studies of political development of the region also brings rnore
understanding about the political situation up
takes place not only among the Political Scientis ®° ,
gion butoutside also. It gives way to attract n^o^e ^
the experts in the discipline by way of their m .
the local scholars or their comments on what was pp
in the region. Against this background, the review o
decades (1970-1990) of literature in Political .
special reference to the North Eastern region rna es i
esting and worthwhile as far as the disciphne is concernea-

The present exercise is a humble one aod y no me
complete. However, a beginning is made in trying o
the literature in Political Science with a North East
perspective.
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Publications, New Delhi for their timely publication of the
Volume.

L.S. Gassah
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Introduction 1

Introduction

Political Science as an independent discipline among other
Social Science disciplines has already gained an important
status especially in the field of teaching in all North East India
Universities. It is very encouraging to see that Political Sci
ence is one of the most popular subjects taught both at the
under-graduate and post-graduate levels; the subject is even
taught at the higher secondary school level but under a dif
ferent subject matter. More encouraging in this respect is to
find that all colleges with Arts stream have Political Science
Departments. So also at the University or post-graduate level.
To this effect, the UGC panel in its report entitled. Political
Science in India: State of the Discipline and Agendafor the Future
(1982), stated clearly that Political Science in India is a very
popular discipline with the students at the under-graduate as
well as post-graduate levels; even its M.Phil coursed have
begun to attract a number larger than what policy-makers
visualised only a couple of years ago. In quantitative terms at
least, the discipline can be regarded as having consolidated
itself in the mainstream of Indian academic life. However, the
report did not hesitate to state that this phenomenon of popu
larity is because of the general feeling among the students
that Political Science is one of the easier disciplines to pass.'
This is also true in particular with the students of the North
Eastern Universities.

1. Narain, Iqbal and Mathur, P.C. Political Science in India: Stale of the
Discipline and Agenda for the Future, UGC, New Delhi, 1982, p. 5.
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But as far as 'research' strictly or directly dealing with
Political Science is concerned, much area is still left to be
empirically covered by researchers interested in the discipline.
This is because of the fact that some research works submit
ted to different Departments of Political Science in the Uni
versities of the North East do not have direct bearing of the
discipline per se. This is because of the importance being given •
to inter or multidisciplinary approach. Thus it is opined that
during the last three decades in the name of research in the
discipline of Political Science, a few monographs came out
from the Universities of North East India which have mean
ing in their respective fields and each of which reports and
states the fact about the particular situation but the general
relationship of these studies have yet to be rigorously
pursued.^

Political Science is, at the global level, an intellectual dis
cipline of great antiquity. Poitical Science, along with a host
of other disciplines, made its appearance on the Indian scene
only in the twentieth century and the history of its separate
development in independent university teaching department
spans less than half a dozen decades.'

Political Science began in the United States of America. In
this sense it has become a western discipline which has come
to occupy an important position in academics all over the
world. Prior to the emergence of this western discipline, there
were attempts at understanding state craft and also re ac
tions on what could be called political philosophy, u sys
tematic study of politics as aprofession had never been taken
seriously. Emergence of Political Science marked an interest
in what is called 'real politics'.^ Political Science studies m
Indian universities originated, generally spea ing, un er
institutional auspices of History departments, both at t e eve
of teaching and research. In some universities, however.

2. Ray, B. Datta, The Status of Research in Political Science m
India: Some Observations, Journal of NEICSSR, Vol. 14, No. ,
1990, p. 53

3 Narain and Mathur, op. cit., p. 1. „ /
4. Baruah, A.K., Mainstream Political Science and "s Pitfa Is, /

the North East India Political Science Association (hereafter NEIPSA i ro
ceedings). Second Annual Conference, Guwahati, 1992, p. 44.

Introduction 3

Political Science courses formed an integral part of Econom
ics curricula, while inothers Philosophy occupied adominant
position in relation to Political Science courses. In strict theory,
such asituation, could have conceivable led to cross-fertiliz^
tion of Political Science studies by insights drawn from such
sister disciplines as History, Economics and Philosophy. How
ever, in actual practice the subordination of Political Science
to other disciplins, not only retarded its growth, but also pre
vented the students from taking advantage of latest develop
ments in teaching and research which are taking place in the
discipline all over the world, particularly after the mid-for
ties.® The North East experience came much later this period
as we shall see in the following paragraphs.

The UGC Panel Report (1982) in its analysis of the 'state
of the discipline' (Political Science) further found that, iri a
very fundamental sense adiscipline like Political Science with
its emphasis on a tradition of free and.frank enquiry into
political issues can prosper only after acountry has attained
independence. It is, therefore, not surprising that the empha
sis in pre-independent India remained largely confined to the
study of political classics, political history and constitutions.
Beyond this foci. Political Science studies and also a large
number ofresearch institutes received a fillip only after India
attained independence in 1947.® In the case of North East India,
the position and status of Political Science in teaching and
research came much later even from the Indian standard point
of view. It took more than ten years even after the establish
ment of the first University in the region in 1948 atGuwahati
that the first batch of Political Scientists came out successfully
in 1961. Before that period, students desiring to study Politi
cal Science had to opt for Political Science group m Econom
ics, both at the under-graduate and post-graduate levels. But
during the last more than thirty years, the number of Political
Scientists is gradually increasing with the increase in the
number ofUniversities in the North Eastern region. Infact, it
is the most popular course of study among students mthe

5. Narair and Mathur, op. cit., p. 1.
6. Ibid., p. 5.
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The history of research in Political Science in the North
Eastern region is of very recent origin. The reason for starting
this important aspect late is obvious. As stated earlier, the
first University in the region, Gauhati University, was started
only in 1948. At the level of research, it was only in 1967, that
the first doctorate degree in Political Science was conferred
on a research scholar whose field of study was more relevant
to Economics. Later on, the M.PhTl and Ph.D research degrees
were also conferred on a number of research scholars in the
region. In addition to these, there are also tcachers and other
research students who had undertaken research works in the
field of Political Science who did not work for a research de
gree. Such research papers produced by research scholars of
North East India cover topics on local, regional, national and
international issues.' A further-analysis of these researches
conducted both at the University departments and outside
point out to the various and varied research activities m tne
field of Administration-Educational, Jail, Municipal, Revenue
Personnel, University, Secret-iri.t,
East India Centre-State Relations, Inter-State Relations, Communi^D^elopments, Rural Development
Panchayats; Electoral Studies, Vot.ng
Regionalism; International Relations "
Burmese Indo-Sri Lanka, indo-Bangladesh, indo 1ak and
International Politics; Legislative Assembly, Local SeIf_Gov-
eJZe.,. Political Development c^^^

Sssi±±sSSKSS:a

ence In North East India, " "'"y been made so
the extent and nature of such research has

9. Ibid., p. 2.
10. Pakem, B., op.cit., p. 4.
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far. It is only after a prosper survey of the research materials
on the discipline and summaries of the same are made that a
critical appraisal of research in Political Science in North East
India can be done." There is also the problem of the lack of
knowledge and co-ordination among various University's
departments in the region itself. This gives rise even to the
problem of the research students doing research on the same
topic in more than two University Political Science Depart
ments. This is because no one knows what others are doing in
their research works. This should not have happened had there
been an exchange of idea and information among the various
Political Science departments of different Universities and
other research institutions in the region. It is high time there
fore among the various University PoHtical Science depart
ments and other research, institutions in the region in order to
avoid duplication of doing research on the same topic(s) as
well as to know who works on what problems or Issues. This
will also help to enrich the discipline especially in terms of
research. Perhaps because of this fact, it led to the formation
of such associations like the former Assam Political Science
Association (APSA) and the present North East India Political
Science Association (NEIPSA). The advantage of forming such
associations is to bring together during the Annual Confer
ences all those Political Science teachers, students and others
who are interested in political studies into a common plat
form where they can share and discuss the common problems
and issues confronting them. Against this background, there
fore, the Second Annual Conference of NEIPSA held under
the auspices of the premier University in the region, that is,
Gauhati University in 1992 that the organisers felt it is ur
gently necessary to discuss an important issue on The Status
of teaching and 'research of Political Science in North East in la.
The result of this exercise is immensely fruitful. Thus ui the
Proceedings of NEIPSA published after the end of that Con
ference, there are as many as 5(five) research papers on e
above theme. This shows the anxiety and concern of the 1o-
litical Scientists of the region towards the disciplme botft m
terms of the problem of teaching and its status mresearcn.

U.lbid.
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This is a very welcome trend set in the right direction. Serious
discussions of this nature in the near future may also be able
to bring to light many other important aspects of Political
Science studies in the region.

The 1960s proved to be eventful years of political move
ments in North-East India. The movements veered round the
demand for more political autonomy to the hill people of the
region which later culminated with the creation/formation/
establishment of separate hill States in the region beginning
with Naealand as a full-fledged State in December 1963.
Autonomous District Councils (ADCs) under the Sixth Sched-
ule to the Constitution were however mexistence since 1952
in certain hill districts of the then composite State of Assam.
Before the reorganisation of Assam, the hill leaders have had
a second look for scrutiny of the initial autonomy granted to
them through the Autonomous District Councils ^ound
that such constitutional arrangement was inadequate. The hill
leaders even in 1954 were of the opinion that 'autonomy under
the Sixth Schedule to the Constitution was not a real au
tonomy' as per the resolution passed by the Chief Executive
Members in their conference held at Tura m1954. Thus, be
sides the demand for the amendment of the Sixth Schedule,
an added dimension was given to the demand for separate
hill States for the autonomous districts, tl! then under the

hiil States led to the appo.t_-
ment of d.Herent
s.ons to examme and stu^y t^^^^ ^
people in North East Ind .
proposals, ' /to meet their demands for both
a^S-"o;::.rs^ructur. .n different shades and
'"%a.nst th.s background of the hm S.te m^

ii.-
years.

Introduction 9

But some of the literature on Politial Science per se as a
discipline did not take place immediately. Very few books
which may be said to cater to the needs and understanding of
the discipline of Political Science did not find an appreciable
place even in the later part of the 1960s. However, many teach
ers and researchers belonging especially to the disciplines of
Political Science and History, both at the College and Univer
sity levels, did make use of the situations prevailing in the
1960s as starting points, because this period offered them
immense background materials to analyse the later political
developments in the region. Therefore, a decade later, saw a
number of printed materials in the form of books, journals,
magazines, proceedings of seminars and newspaper reports
which have really enriched the discipline of Political Science.
This kind of academic exercise brings the whole of North East
India into focus and limelight even outside its own geographi
cal boundaries. The increase number of literature on such

studies of political development of the region also brings more
understanding about the political situation and reality that
takes place not only among the political scientists of the re
gion but outside also. It gives way to attract more attention of
the experts in the discipline by way of their interaction with
the local scholars or their comments on what was
happening in the region. Against this background, the review/
survey of the two decades (1970-1990) of liteature in Political
Science with special reference to the North Eastern region
makes it interesting and worthwhile as far as the discipline is
concerned.

The present exercise is a humble one —and by no means
complete. However, a beginning is made in trying to
unearth the literature in Political Science with a North-East
perspective.
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Literature on General Problems/

Issues of North-East India

ft is interesting to note the presence and availability of litera
ture discussing the general political problems and issues of
N.E. India. Some such books are edited volumes. They are
actually the outcome of Seminars, Conferences, Symposia, etc.,
held by different research organisations and institutions,
mostly involved on research activities on the problems of N.E.
India. Anumber of interesting topics could be found
edited volumes covering different disciplines (most y oci
Sciences). While reviewing these literature, an attemp .
to sift them carefully in order to extract
to Political Science. Wherever J ?^i'/ta^ndine of
could be said to have contributedpolitical P^Wems andjs^ues.are^_^^^^^^^
makes it easier fo articular book(s) as reference
out ot these articles may not be on

pZrJfs"eZ pe/se but at least they are falling under the
^•'̂ AtSS/La'lS^f'these books will showj
cove^ awide^canvass of political problems and .ssues relatmg
to N.E. India. u^nks is the analytical

One interesting aspect of these
framework provided to un prevailing among
significance causes/factors responsible for

[!;: rbotfon'o^fhe s"ate%here these traditional institutions

Literature on General Problems/Issues of North-East India 11

are still in existence, an attempt is also made to analyse the
situation in their relations with the modem constitutional setup
or institutions. Two things could be derived here: One, the
probem of conflict between tradition and modemity or in other
sense, the tradition-modernity dichotomy, and secondly, the
co-existence between the two institutions in spite of certain
problems.

Some of these books are based strictly on the historical
and constitutional development of N.E. India since the
British period. Therefore, we find few scholars both from the
disciplines of Political Science and History who made serious
attempts to place those documents as they are with their com
ments and still others tried to analyse the contents of the
documents in order to understand the political situation of
N.E. India both during the British period and after that. These
books become very important reference materials on which a
scholar who is interested to study the political dimensions of
N.E. India has to consult them.

Broadly speaking, the third common dimension that may
be pinpointed here about these books is the basic information
that they try tobring out on certain sensitive issues and prob
lems that may be said to have shaken even the feeling of
"Indianriess" to put it bluntly. Therefore, such basic funda
mental questions like 'nationalism', 'regionalism', 'national
ity', 'identity', 'social and political tension', and such other
crises of the twentieth century N.E. India have been discussed
by many prominent figures in these books, keeping in view
the data which come from North-East India.

The book Problem of the Hil Tribes: N.E. Frontier (1822—42)
Vol. I by H.K. Barpujari (1970) is an appraisal of the problem
of the hill tribes of North East Frontier in its early phase. The
factors and forces at work in moulding the British policy to
wards these tribes are analysed and examined in this volume.
The book has given an analysis of the political situation in
North-East India in the early phase of the British administra
tion. Though historical in its approach, the book contains an
enormous piece of information relating to Britih contact with
the Hill Tribes of the frontier region and the type of admin
istrative acumen introduced by them.
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Literature on General Problems/

Issues of North-East India

ft is interesting to note the presence and availability of litera
ture discussing the general political problems and issues of
N.E. India. Some such books are edited volumes. They are
actually the outcome of Seminars, Conferences, Symposia, etc.,
held by different research organisations and institutions,
mostly involved on research activities on the problems of N.E.
India. Anumber of interesting topics could be found
edited volumes covering different disciplines (most y oci
Sciences). While reviewing these literature, an attemp .
to sift them carefully in order to extract
to Political Science. Wherever J ?^i'/ta^ndine of
could be said to have contributedpolitical P^Wems andjs^ues.are^_^^^^^^^
makes it easier fo articular book(s) as reference
out ot these articles may not be on

pZrJfs"eZ pe/se but at least they are falling under the
^•'̂ AtSS/La'lS^f'these books will showj
cove^ awide^canvass of political problems and .ssues relatmg
to N.E. India. u^nks is the analytical

One interesting aspect of these
framework provided to un prevailing among
significance causes/factors responsible for

[!;: rbotfon'o^fhe s"ate%here these traditional institutions
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are still in existence, an attempt is also made to analyse the
situation in their relations with the modem constitutional setup
or institutions. Two things could be derived here: One, the
probem of conflict between tradition and modemity or in other
sense, the tradition-modernity dichotomy, and secondly, the
co-existence between the two institutions in spite of certain
problems.

Some of these books are based strictly on the historical
and constitutional development of N.E. India since the
British period. Therefore, we find few scholars both from the
disciplines of Political Science and History who made serious
attempts to place those documents as they are with their com
ments and still others tried to analyse the contents of the
documents in order to understand the political situation of
N.E. India both during the British period and after that. These
books become very important reference materials on which a
scholar who is interested to study the political dimensions of
N.E. India has to consult them.

Broadly speaking, the third common dimension that may
be pinpointed here about these books is the basic information
that they try tobring out on certain sensitive issues and prob
lems that may be said to have shaken even the feeling of
"Indianriess" to put it bluntly. Therefore, such basic funda
mental questions like 'nationalism', 'regionalism', 'national
ity', 'identity', 'social and political tension', and such other
crises of the twentieth century N.E. India have been discussed
by many prominent figures in these books, keeping in view
the data which come from North-East India.

The book Problem of the Hil Tribes: N.E. Frontier (1822—42)
Vol. I by H.K. Barpujari (1970) is an appraisal of the problem
of the hill tribes of North East Frontier in its early phase. The
factors and forces at work in moulding the British policy to
wards these tribes are analysed and examined in this volume.
The book has given an analysis of the political situation in
North-East India in the early phase of the British administra
tion. Though historical in its approach, the book contains an
enormous piece of information relating to Britih contact with
the Hill Tribes of the frontier region and the type of admin
istrative acumen introduced by them.


